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This is the ultimate guide to study skills, written by million copy bestselling author Stella Cottrell.
Her tried and tested approach, based on over 20 years' experience of working with students,
has helped over a million students to achieve their potential.When it comes to studying, there is
no one-size-fits-all approach. This engaging and accessible guide shows students how to tailor
their learning to their individual needs in order to boost their grades, build their confidence and
increase their employability. Fully revised for the fifth edition, it contains everything students
need to succeed.This is an invaluable resource for undergraduate students of all disciplines,
and is also ideal for postgraduates, mature students and international students. It prepares
students for what to expect before, during and after their studies at university.New to this
Edition:- Additional material on writing skills, including proofreading, editing and writing for
different assignments- New chapters on managing stress and student wellbeing at university,
learning in diverse and international contexts and writing essays- More emphasis on reflective
learning- Extended guidance on how to balance study with work- More use of visuals to
summarise key learning points

--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorStella Cottrell is an international
bestselling author, with over a million sales worldwide. Her other titles include The Study Skills
Handbook, Critical Thinking Skills, Skills for Success, The Macmillan Student Planner, The
Exam Skills Handbook and Mindfulness for Students. Stella was formerly Director of Lifelong
Learning at the University of Leeds, and Pro Vice-Chancellor for Learning and Teaching at the
University of East London.Stella Cottrell is an international bestselling author, with over a million
sales worldwide. Her other titles include The Study Skills Handbook, Critical Thinking Skills,
Skills for Success, The Macmillan Student Planner, The Exam Skills Handbook and Mindfulness
for Students. Stella was formerly Director of Lifelong Learning at the University of Leeds, and Pro
Vice-Chancellor for Learning and Teaching at the University of East London.--This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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Luna.SJ, “Cannot speak highly enough of the Stufy Skills books I have used.. Honestly, the
Study Skills handbook is so full of useful information for every student. I used another book from
this range whilst studying a level 2 and 3 qualifications at College (helped immensely) and this
one I am using whilst studying my undergraduate University degree in Psychology.The hints and
tips are very useful, and make sense. The two sections it is divided into allow you to use the
book as a step by step, self-help guide, for your studies...or you are able to dip in and out. I
choose to not read cover to cover but to use the parts that particularly help me.As a Dyslexic
student, I have also found this book to help me handle the extra pressures I face. And being
written in an informal style, with images, tick lists, and questions, allows me to become
immersed and learn in a way I struggle to with standard University literature.I honestly cannot
speak highly enough; every single student (from GCSE's up!) needs this on their bookshelf. It will
aid you in lifting those grades, absolutely.”

Mrs B, “Not gonna lie, this is not the most exciting book I’ve ever read…. BUT it was on my
college reading list and I do not regret purchasing or reading it. It is absolutely filled with hints,
tips and suggestions and I honestly feel more prepared for reading it. Not bad at all.”

Mickealla s Robinson, “life saver to any student of academic level hoping to achieve great marks.
I was first pointed to this book (a much older edition) in my first year of UniI found it to be clear
comprehensive and would advice any student- particularly if you have spent some time out of
education to get a copy”

Ffrazzld, “Very Good Read. whether you are starting out on a degree (or not) ...... This a very
good read. Laid out with an easy to follow structure, with lots of tips, examples and exercises to
help you on your way. Worth the money.”

The book by Stella Cottrell has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,050 people have provided feedback.
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